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Abstract
We study the throughput of multi-hop routes and stability of forwarding queues in a wireless ad-hoc network with random access channel. We focus on a wireless network with static nodes, such as community wireless networks. Our main
result is characterization of stability condition and the end-to-end throughput using the balance rate. We also investigate
the impact of routing on end-to-end throughput and stability of intermediate nodes. We show that (i) as long as the intermediate queues in the network are stable, the end-to-end throughput of a connection does not depend on the load on the
intermediate nodes, (ii) we show that if the weight of a link originating from a node is set to the number of neighbors of this
node, then shortest-path routing maximizes the minimum probability of end-to-end packet delivery in a network of
weighted fair queues. Numerical results are given and support the results of the analysis. Finally, we perform extensive
simulation and verify that the analytical results closely match the results obtained from simulations.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A multi-hop wireless ad-hoc network is a collection of nodes that communicate with each other
without any established infrastructure or centralized
control. Each of these nodes is a wireless transceiver
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that transmits and receives at a single frequency
band which is common to all the nodes. These nodes
can communicate with each other, however, they
are limited by their transmitting and receiving capabilities. Therefore, they cannot directly reach all of
the nodes in the network as most of the nodes are
outside of direct range. In such a scenario, one of
the possibilities for the information transmission
between two nodes that are not in position to have
a direct communication is to use other nodes in the
network. To be precise, the source device transmits
its information to one of the devices which is within
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transmission range of the source device. The
network operates in a multi-hop fashion. Nodes
route traﬃc for each other. Therefore, in a connected ad-hoc network, a packet can travel from
any source to its destination either directly, or
through some set of intermediate packet forwarding
nodes.
Clearly, a judicious choice is required to decide on
the set of devices to be used to assist in the communication between any two given pair of devices. This
is the standard problem of routing in communication networks. The problem of optimal routing has
been extensively studied in the context of wire-line
networks where usually a shortest-path routing algorithm is used: Each link in the network has a weight
associated with it and the objective of the routing
algorithm is to ﬁnd a path that achieves the minimum weight between two given nodes. Clearly, the
outcome of such an algorithm depends on the
assignment of the weights associated to each link in
the network. In the wire-line context, there are many
well-studied criteria to select these weights for links,
such as delays. In the context of wireless ad-hoc networks, however, not many attempts have been made
to (i) identify the characteristics of the quantities
that one would like to associate to a link as its
weight, and in particular (ii) to understand the
resulting network performance and resource utilization (in particular, the stability region and the
achievable throughput regions). Some simple heuristics have been frequently reported to improve
performance of applications in mobile ad-hoc networks (see [12] and reference therein).
To study this problem, we consider in this paper
the framework of random access mechanism for the
wireless channel where the nodes having packets to
transmit in their transmit buﬀers attempt transmissions by delaying the transmission by a random
amount of time. This mechanism acts as a way to
avoid collisions of transmissions of nearby nodes
in the case where nodes cannot sense the channel
while transmitting (hence, are not aware of other
ongoing transmissions). We assume that time is slotted into ﬁxed length time frames. In any slot, a node
having a packet to be transmitted to one of its
neighboring devices decides with some ﬁxed (possibly node dependent) probability in favor of a transmission attempt. If there is no other transmission by
the other devices whose transmission can interfere
with the node under consideration, the transmission
is successful. As examples of this mechanism, we
ﬁnd Aloha-type [14] and IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA-

based mechanism. With these mechanisms, each
node determines its transmission times [2,24].
At any instant in time, a device may have two
kinds of packets to be transmitted:
1. Packets generated by the device itself. This can be
sensed data if we are considering a sensor
network.
2. Packets from other neighboring devices that need
to be forwarded.
Clearly, a device needs to have some scheduling
policy to decide on which of these types it wants to
transmit, given that it decided to transmit. Having
a ﬁrst come ﬁrst served scheduling is one simple
option. Yet another option is to have two separate
queues for these two types and do a weighted fair
queueing (WFQ) for these two queues. In this paper
we consider the second option.
Working with the above mentioned system
model, we study the impact of routing, channel
access rates and weights of the weighted fair queueing on throughput, stability and fairness properties
of the network.
It is worth mentioning that the above scenario
may also be studied in the perspective of game theory
in which case the nodes are assumed to be rational
and need some incentive to forward data from other
nodes. Two queues allow to model the selﬁsh behavior or on the contrary to give higher priority to connections that traverse many hops that could
otherwise suﬀer from large loss rates. Since ad-hoc
networks do not have a centralized base-station that
coordinates between them, an important question
that has been addressed is to know whether we may
indeed expect nodes to collaborate in such forwarding. Typically in such scenario, a Nash equilibrium
determines the operating point (routing, channel
access rates and WFQ weights). Thus, the results of
this paper may be helpful in comparing various operating points based on criteria of throughput, stability
and fairness in the cases where Nash equilibrium is
not unique. Many papers in the literature, have studied the incentive for cooperation in ad-hoc networks,
see [7–10]. Almost all previous papers, however, only
considered utilities related to successful transmission
of a node’s packet to its neighbor. In practice, the
utility function should depend on the forwarding
behavior of all nodes (see [19]).
The main contribution of this paper is to provide
approximation expressions of stability. Our main
result is concerned with the stability of the forward-
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ing queues at the devices. It states that whether or
not the forwarding queues can be stabilized (by
appropriate choice of WFQ weights) depends only
on the routing and the channel access rates of the
devices. Further, the weights of the WFQs play a
role in determining the tradeoﬀ between the power
allocated for forwarding and the stability of its
queue. The end-to-end throughput achieved by the
nodes are independent of the choice of the WFQ
weight.
1.1. Related literature
Several studies have focused on wireless network
capacity and stability. The network capacity problem deals with ﬁnding the fundamental limits on
achievable communication rates in wireless networks. The closure of the set of achievable rates is
the capacity region of the network. In recent year,
there has been a considerable eﬀort on trying to
compute the capacity region and improve the performance of wireless ad-hoc networks since Gupta
and Kumar [6] showed that the capacity of a ﬁxed
wireless network decreases as the number of nodes
increases. Grossglauser and Tse [5] presented a
two-phase packet forwarding technique for mobile
ad-hoc networks, utilizing the multiuser diversity,
in which a source node transmits a packet to the
destination when this destination becomes the closest neighbors of the relay. This scheme was shown
to increase the capacity of the MANET, such that
it remains constant as the number of users in the
MANET increases.
The stability region is the closure of the set of
arrivals rates at which the network can be stabilized.
Stability depends both on the rate of packet arrivals
and the rate of packet departure from the network.
The network stability has been studied extensively
both for networks with centralized scheduling
[15,17] and the Aloha protocol [18,1,20,21]. Among
the most studied stability problems are scheduling
[15,16] as well as for the Aloha protocol [1,13,23].
Tassiulas and Ephremides [15] obtain a scheduling
policy for the nodes that maximizes the stability
region. Their approach inherently avoids collisions
which allows to maximize the throughput. Radunovic and Le Boudec [3] suggest that considering
the total throughput as a performance objective
may not be a good objective. Moreover, most of
the related studies do not consider the problem of
forwarding and each ﬂow is treated similarly (except
for [3,11,22]). Our setting is diﬀerent than the men-
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tioned ones in the following: the number of transmissions is ﬁnite, and therefore, in our setting, the
output and the input rates need not be the same.
1.2. Main contributions
The main contributions of this paper are (i) Providing a framework for cross-layer study of stability–throughput performance of ad-hoc networks.
It has the ﬂexibility for managing at each node forwarded packets and its own packets diﬀerently. (ii)
Design routing in a way that stabilizes the system.
(iii) The context of the stability that we study is
new as it takes into account the possibility of a limited number of transmissions of a packet at each
node after which it is dropped.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we present the cross-layer network model. In Section 3, the network stability and the performance
are characterized by using a balance equation. The
eﬀect of routing and the stability condition of forwarding queues are introduced in Section 4. The
validation of analytical results is done with a discrete time simulator in Section 5. Some special cases
as linear networks are also studied in Section 6.
2. Network model
In this section, we describe the operation of the
network in detail and introduce various quantities
that determine the overall performance. We provide
also the assumptions underlying this study and
introduce appropriate notations.
2.1. Assumptions and deﬁnitions
Consider a wireless ad-hoc network consisting of
N nodes (we allow N ¼ 1 to study some simple
symmetric cases without boundary eﬀects). When
N is ﬁnite, we number the nodes using integers
1; . . . ; N .
We assume the following:
 Simple channel: nodes use the same frequency for
transmitting with an omni-directional antenna. A
node j receives successfully a packet from a node
i if and only if there is no interference at the node
j due to another transmission. A node cannot
receive and transmit at the same time.
 Two types of queues: two queues are associated
with each node. The ﬁrst one is the forward
queue F i (proper to the node i), which carries
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all the packets originated from a given source
and destined to a given destination. The second
is Qi which carries the proper packets of the node
i (in this case i  s where s designates a source
node). We assume that each node has an inﬁnite
capacity of storage for the two queues. Packets
are served with a ﬁrst in ﬁrst served fashion.
When F i has a packet to be sent, the node
chooses to send it from F i with a probability fi .
In other terms, it chooses to send from Qi with
probability 1  fi . When one of these queues is
empty then we choose to send a packet from
the non empty queue with probability 1. When
node i decides to transmit from the queue Qi , it
sends a packet destined for node d, d 6¼ i, with
probability P i;d .
 Saturated network: each node has always packets
to be sent from queue Qi , whereas F i can be
empty. Consequently, the network is considered
saturated and depends on the channel access
mechanism.
This model allows us to deﬁne a neighborhood
relation between any two nodes: node i is neighbor
of node j if node i can receive transmission from
node j. We use the function Að; Þ : ½1; N 
½1; N  ! f0; 1g to denote the neighborhood relation:
Aði; jÞ ¼ 1 if and only if i is neighbor of j. We
assume that the (binary) neighborhood relation is
symmetric, i.e., Aði; jÞ ¼ Aðj; iÞ. Let NðiÞ denote
the nodes which are neighbors of node i, i.e.,
NðiÞ ¼ fj : Aðj; iÞ ¼ 1g.
2.2. Network layer
The network layer handles the two queues Qi
and F i using the WFQ scheme, as described previously. Each node acts as a router, it permits to relay
packets originated from a source s to a destination
d. It must carries a routing information which permits sending of packets to a destination via a neighbor. In this paper, we assume that nodes form a
static network where routes between any source s
and destination d are invariant in the saturated network case. Proactive routing protocols as OLSR [4]
(Optimized Link State Routing), construct and
maintain a routing table that carries routes to all
nodes on the network. These kind of protocols
correspond well to our model. We use the notation
Rs;d to denote the set of nodes between a node s and
d (s and S
d not included). Let Ri;s;d be the set of
nodes Rs;i i.

2.3. MAC layer
We assume a channel access mechanism only
based on a probability to access the network, i.e.,
when a node i has a packet to transmit from the
queue Qi or F i , it accesses the channel with a probability P i . It can be similar to CSMA/CA or any
other mechanism to access the channel. For example, in IEEE 802.11 DCF, the transmission probability or attempt rate is given by [24]
P¼

2ð1  2P c Þ
m ;
ð1  2P c ÞðCW min þ 1Þ þ P c CW min ð1  ð2P c Þ Þ
ð1Þ

where P c is the conditional collision probability given that a transmission attempt is made, and
max
m ¼ log2 ðCW
Þ is the maximum of backoﬀ stage.
CW min
The scheduler of transmission overall the network depends on P i . We assume that each node is
notiﬁed about the success or failure of its transmitted packets. A packet is failure only when there is a
collision on the intended receiver. We assume that in
any slot, a node having a packet to be transmitted to
one of its neighboring nodes decides with some ﬁxed
(possibly node dependent) probability in favor of a
transmission attempt. If there is no other transmission by the other nodes whose transmission can
interfere with the node under consideration, the
transmission is successful. We have considered previously inﬁnite buﬀer size, therefore, there is no
packet loss due to overﬂow at the queues. The only
source of packet loss is due to collisions. For a reliable communication, we allow a limited number, of
successive transmissions of a packet, after that it
will be dropped deﬁnitively. We denote K i;s;d the
maximum number of transmissions allowed for a
packet of connection ðs; dÞ at node i.
2.4. Cross-layer representation of the model
The model of Fig. 1 represents our model in this
paper. The Network layer and MAC layer are
clearly separated. Attempting the channel begins
by choosing the queue from which a packet must
be selected. And then, this packet is moved from
the corresponding queue from the network layer
to the MAC layer where it will be transmitted and
retransmitted, if needed, until its success or drop.
In this manner, when a packet is in the MAC layer,
it is itself attempted successively until it is removed
from the node.
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Fig. 1. Network layer and MAC layer of node i.

In this paper, we deﬁne the cycle as number of
slots needed to transmit a single packet until its success or drop (see Fig. 2). We distinguish two types of
cycles: The forwarding cycles in which a packet from
queue F i is transmitted during this cycle, and the
source cycles in which a packet from queue Qi is
transmitted during this cycle. Also, each cycle is
aﬀected to a connection. The beginning of each
cycle represents the choice of the queue from which
we choose a packet and the choice of the connection
where to send it. Whereas, the slots that constitute
the cycle represents the attempts of the packet itself
to the channel, including its retransmissions.
We need to deﬁne formally the model, so we will
be able to derive some formulas in the next sections.
For that, we consider the following counters:

 T t;i;s;d is the number of times we found at the ﬁrst
slot of a cycle and at the ﬁrst position in the
queue F i a packet for the path Rs;d of the node
i, till the tth slot (including the tth slot).
 I t;i;s;d is the number of cycles corresponding to the
path Rs;d of the node i, and where a cycle ends by
a success of the transmitted packed, till the tth
slot (including the tth slot).
 At;i;s;d is the number of arrival packets to node i
on the path Rs;d , till the tth slot (including the
tth slot).
Fig. 2 shows a simple example with some numerical values of the previous counters for a single node
i.
3. Stability properties of the forwarding queues

 C t;i is the number of cycles of the node i, till the
tth slot (including the tth slot).
 C Ft;i (resp. C Qt;i ) is the number of all forwarding
cycles (resp. source cycles) of the node i, till the
tth slot (including the tth slot).
 C Ft;i;s;d (resp. C Qt;i;s;d ) is the number of forwarding
cycles (resp. source cycles) corresponding to the
path Rs;d of the node i till the tth slot (including
the tth slot).

Fig. 2. Illustrative example of node i with cycles approach.

Our main objective in this section is to derive the
rate balance equations from which some properties
of the forwarding queues can be deduced. For that
we need to write the departure rate from each node
i and the end-to-end throughput between a couple
of node.
From a practical point of view, each node owns
three main parameters P i , K i;s;d and fi , that can be
managed and set in such a way that each node can
maintain stability, or the end-to-end throughput
on a path can be optimized. In this paper, by ﬁxing
the routing paths (from Rs;d ) and route choice (from
P s;d ), we will obtain forwarding queue stability function of these three main parameters.
For a given routing, let pi denote the probability
that the queue F i has at least one packet to be forwarded in the beginning of each cycle. pi;s;d is the
probability that the queue F i has a packet at the ﬁrst
position ready to be forwarded to the path Rs;d in
the beginning of each cycle. Let ni be the number
of neighboring nodes of node i.
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Given a saturated network case where each node
has a packet on its queue Qi and attempts transmitting all the time to the channel, the forwarding
queue F i of each node will have a pi load when it
tries to forward packets to its neighbors.
3.1. The rate balance equations
The forwarding queue F i is stable if the departure
rate of packets from F i is equal to the arrival rate
into it. This is a simple deﬁnition of stability that
can be written with a rate balance equation. In this
paper, we are going to derive this equation for each
node i using the cycle approach. In fact, it is judicious to write the rate balance equation of node i
for each connection and then do the summation
for all others.
For any given nodes i, s and d, let ji;s;d be the
entry in the set Rs;d just after i. It is possible that
there is no such entry, i.e., node i is the last entry
in the set Rs;d . In that case ji;s;d ¼ d. Let P i;s;d ¼
Pj2ji;s;d [Nðji;s;d Þni ð1  P j Þ be the probability that a
transmission from node i on route from node s to
node d is successful. Also, let
K i;s;d
X
l1
K
Li;s;d ¼
lð1  P i;s;d Þ P i;s;d þ K i;s;d ð1  P i;s;d Þ i;s;d

d i;s;d ¼ lim

t!1

C Ft;i;s;d
C Ft;i;s;d
T t;i;s;d
C t;i
¼ lim
;
lim
 lim
t!1 T t;i;s;d t!1 C t;i
t!1 t
t
ð4Þ

T

 limt!1 Ct;i;s;d
is exactly the probability that F i cart;i
ried a packet to the path Rs;d in the beginning of
T
each cycle. Therefore, limt!1 Ct;i;s;d
¼ pi;s;d .
t;i
C Ft;i;s;d
 limt!1 T t;i;s;d is exactly the probability that we have
chosen a packet from F i to be sent when F i carried a packet to the path Rs;d in the ﬁrst position
and in the beginning
of a forwarding cycle.
C Ft;i;s;d
¼ fi .
Therefore, limt!1 T t;i;s;d
 limt!1 Ctt;i is the average length in slots of a cycle
of the node i. A cycle length on the path Rs;d is
formed by the attempt slots that does not lead
to a channel access and the transmission and
retransmissions of the same packet until a success
or a drop. Thus an average cycle length for a one
L
path Rs;d of a node i is given by Pi;s;di . When a node
transmits to several paths, we need to know the
average cycle length. This is given by PLii where Li
is the average of Li;s;d s of these paths. Li is given by
X
X
Li ¼
pi;s;d fi Li;s;d þ
ð1  pi fi ÞP i;d Li;i;d :
s;d:i2Rs;d

d

l¼1

ð5Þ

K

1  ð1  P i;s;d Þ i;s;d
ð2Þ
P i;s;d
be the expected number of attempts till success or
consecutive K i;s;d failures of a packet from node i
on route Rs;d .
The probability that a packet is removed from a
node i by a successful transmission or a drop (i.e.,
a successive K i;s;d failure) is the departure rate from
F i . We denote it by d i . The departure rate concerning only the packets sent on the path Rs;d is
denoted by d i;s;d which is given by the following
lemma:
¼

Lemma 3.1. For any node i; s and d such that P s;d > 0
and i 2 Rs;d , the long term average rate of departure
of packets from node i on route from node s to node d
p Pf
is i;s;dL i i : The total departure rate is given by
i

di ¼

X
s;d:i2Rs;d

d i;s;d ¼ pi fi

Pi
:
Li

ð3Þ

Proof. For any node i, s and d such that P s;d > 0
and i 2 Rs;d , the long term departure rate of packets
from node i on the route from s to d is

Therefore, limt!1
pi;s;d fi PLi .

C t;i
t

¼ PLi . Consequently, d i;s;d ¼
i

i

It is clear that the departure rate d i;s;d on a path
Rs;d of a node i does not depend on the parameters
of only one path but it is also related to the expected
number of transmissions to all other paths used by
node i. This dependency appears in Li . Moreover, it
is easy to derive the total departure rate d i on all
paths
X
Pi
d i;s;d ¼ pi fi :

ð6Þ
di ¼
Li
s;d:i2Rs;d
In the following lemma, we calculate the arrival
rate on an intermediate node in ad-hoc networks.
The probability that a packet arrives to the queue
F i of the node i, is denoted by ai . When this rate
concerns only packets sent on the path Rs;d , we
denoted it by ai;s;d .
Lemma 3.2. For any fixed choice of nodes i; s and d
such that P s;d > 0 and i 2 Rs;d , the long term average
rate of arrival of packets into F i for Rs;d is
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"
Ps
K
  ð1  ð1  P s;s;d Þ s;s;d Þ
Ls
#

ai;s;d ¼ ð1  ps fs Þ  P s;d


Y

ð1  ð1  P k;s;d Þ

K k;s;d

Þ :

ð7Þ

k2Ri;s;d ni

Proof. For any node i, s and d such that P s;d > 0
and i 2 Rs;d , the long term arrival rate of packets
into F i for Rs;d is
At;i;s;d
t!1
t
C Qt;s;s;d
At;i;s;d
I t;s;s;d
¼ lim
 lim Q  lim
t!1 I t;s;s;d t!1 C
t!1 C Q
t;s
t;s;s;d

ai;s;d ¼ lim

C Qt;s
C t;s
:
 lim
 lim
t!1 C t;s t!1 t
Q



C
limt!1 Ct;st;s

¼1

C Ft;s
C t;s

ð8Þ

ð9Þ

¼ 1  ps fs , this is exactly the

Theorem 3.1. In the steady state, if all the queues in
the network are stable, then for each i, s and d such
that i 2 Rs;d
"
pi;s;d P i fi
Ps
¼ ð1  ps fs Þ  P s;d   ð1  ð1  P s;s;d ÞK s;s;d Þ
Li
Ls
#
Y
K k;s;d
ð1  ð1  P k;s;d Þ
Þ :
ð11Þ

Let
P y i ¼ 1  pi fi and zi;s;d ¼ pi;s;d fi . Thus y i ¼
1  s;d:i2Rs;d zi;s;d . Then rate balance equation
becomes
X

zi;s;d ¼

d:i2Rs;d

ys

P


Li;i;d 00 ws;i
P
 ;
P
0
0
00
00
s0 ;d 0 zs;s0 ;d Ls;s0 ;d þ
d 00 y s P s;d Ls;s;d
s0 ;d 0 zi;s0 ;d

0

Li;s0 ;d 0 þ

P

d 00 y i P i;d

00

ð12Þ

Q

is the probability to choose the path
 limt!1 Ct;s;s;d
Q
t;s
Rs;d to Qsend a packet from Qs . Therefore,
C
¼ P s;d .
limt!1 Ct;s;s;d
Q
 limt!1

Finally, in the steady state if all the queues in the
network are stable, then for each i, s and d such that
i 2 Rs;d we get d i;s;d ¼ ai;s;d , which is the rate balance
equation on the path Rs;d .

k2Ri;s;d ni

probability to get a source cycle, i.e., to send a
packet from the queue Qs .
C

1371

t;s
C t;s

t

¼

Ps
.
Ls

where
ws;i ¼

X P s;d P s
Pi
d:i2Rs;d

Y

ð1  ð1  P k;s;d Þ

K k;s;d

Þ:

k2Ri;s;d [sni

I

ð13Þ

is the probability that a source cycle
 limt!1 Ct;s;s;d
Q
t;s;s;d

on the path Rs;d ends with a success, i.e., the packet
sent from Qs is received on the queue F js;s;d . ThereI
K
fore, limt!1 Ct;s;s;d
¼ ð1  ð1  P s;s;d Þ s;s;d Þ.
Q
t;s;s;d
At;i;s;d
 limt!1 I t;s;s;d is the probability that a packet
received on the node js;s;d is also received on the
queue F i of the node i. For that, this packet needs
to be received by all the nodesQin the set Ri;s;d .
At;i;s;d
Therefore,
limt!1 I t;s;s;d
¼ k2Ri;s;d ni ð1  ð1
K k;s;d
P k;s;d Þ
Þ.
Consequently
ai;s;d ¼ð1  ps fs Þ  P s;d


Y

"
Ps
  ð1  ð1  P s;s;d ÞK s;s;d Þ
Ls
#

ð1  ð1  P k;s;d Þ

K k;s;d

Þ :

ð10Þ

k2Ri;s;d ni

Remark that when the node i is the destination of a
path Rs;d , then ad;s;d represents the end-to-end
average throughput of a connection from s to d.
Also,P note that the global arrival rate is:
ai ¼ s;d:i2Rs;d ai;s;d . h

3.2. Interpretation and applications
The relation of Eq. (12) has many interesting
interpretation and applications. Some of these are:
 The eﬀect of fi: At the heart of all the following
points is the observation that the quantities zi;s;d
and y i are independent of the choice of fj ;
1 6 j 6 N . It only depends on the routing and
the value of P j .
 Stability: Since the values of y i are independent of
the values of fj , j ¼ 1; . . . ; N , and since we need
pi < 1 for the forwarding queue of node i to be
stable, we see that for any value of fi 2
ð1  y i ; 1Þ, the forwarding queue of node i will
be stable. Thus we obtain a lower bound on the
weights given to the forwarding queues at each
node in order to guarantee stability of these
queues. To ensure that these lower bounds are
all feasible, i.e., are less than 1, we need that
0 < y i 6 1; y i ¼ 0 corresponds to the case where
F i is unstable. Hence, if the routing, P s;d and
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P j s are such that all the y i are in the interval
ð0; 1, then all the forwarding queues in the network can be made stable by appropriate choice
of fi s. Now, since y i is determined only by routing
and the probabilities P j s and P s;d , we can then
choose fi (thereby also ﬁxing pi , hence the forwarding delay) to satisfy some further optimization criteria so that this extra degree of freedom
can be exploited eﬀectively.
 Throughput: We see that the long term rate at
which node s can serve its own data meant for
destination d is P s;d P s ð1  ps fs Þ ¼ P s;d P s y s which
is independent of fs . The throughput, i.e., the rate
at which data from node s reaches their destination d which is given by ad;s;d , turns out to be
independent of the choice of fj ; 1 6 j 6 N . Similarly, the long term rate at which the packets
from the forwarding queue at any node i are
attempted transmission is P i pi fi ¼ P i ð1  y i Þ,
which is also independent of the choice of
fj ; 1 6 j 6 N .
 Choice of fi: Assume that we restrict ourselves to
the case where fi ¼ f for all the nodes. Then, for
stability of all the nodes we need that

observations can be made when considering the
detailed balance equation for queue F i for some
ﬁxed source destination pair s; d such that i 2 Rs;d .
3.3. Special cases
In this part, we discuss some special case when the
system of equation (12) is linear. It can be obtained
when for each node i (0 6 i 6 N ), we have that Li
is independent from the unknowns y i and zi;s;d . In
other terms, we need Li ¼ Li;s;d for all s; d : i 2 Rs;d
and for all 0 6 i 6 N . A symmetric network with
ni ¼ n, P i ¼ P and K i;s;d ¼ K is an example of this
case. In asymmetric network, this condition is satisﬁed when each node in the network, uses the same
neighbor as a next hop to forward all its packets or
K i;s;d ¼ 1 for all 0 6 i 6 N . Consequently, the system
from Eq. (12) can be written as
X
 s;i ;
ysw
ð14Þ
1  yi ¼
s

where
 s;i ¼
w

X P s P s;d P s;s;d Li;s;d Y
K
ð1  ð1  P k;s;d Þ k;s;d Þ:
P
i
d:i2Rs;d
k2R ni
i;s;d

f > 1  min y i :

ð15Þ

i

Since the length of the interval that fi is allowed
to take is equal to y i , we will also refer to y i as
stability region.
 Throughput–delay tradeoﬀ: For a given set of P j s,
P s;d and routing, the throughput obtained by any
route Rl;m is ﬁxed, independent of the forwarding
probabilities fi . Hence there is no throughput–
delay tradeoﬀ that can be obtained by changing
the forwarding probabilities. A real tradeoﬀ is
caused by the maximum number of attempts:
the throughput is ameliorated when reattempting
many times on a path, while the service rate on a
forwarding queue is slowed down causing low
stability region and delay will be increased.
 Energy consumption of forwarding packets: Note
that the value pi fi Er represents the energy consumption used by node i to forward the packets
of other connections where Er is the energy spent
for transmission of one packet. This quantity
turns out to be independent of the choice of fi .
Hence, the node can use fi to improve the expected
delay without aﬀecting the energy consumption.
 Per-route behavior: Note that the above observations are based on the global rate balance equation for forwarding queue F i of node i. Similar

Therefore, the system of equations (14) can be written in a matrix form as following and resolved
easily:
yðI þ W Þ ¼ 1;

ð16Þ

where W is an N  N matrix whose ðs; iÞth entry is
 s;i (independent on y i ) and y is an N-dimensional
w
row vector.
3.4. Balance equations under unlimited attempts:
K i;s;d  1
In this subsection, we consider an extreme case in
which a node attempts forwarding of a packet until
the transmission is successful. This case provides
some further important observations while keeping
the expressions simple. The detailed balance equation for queue F i on route from node s to node d is
pi;s;d fi P i =Li ¼ P s;d P s ð1  ps fs Þ=Ls :

ð17Þ

By assuming that all nodes have same channel
access rate P i ¼ P ; 8i, we have
pi fi ¼

X P s;d ð1  ps fs ÞLi
:
Ls
s;d:i2Rs;d

ð18Þ
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Observe that if a source has at most one destination, i.e, P s;d 2 f0; 1g, and if the number of neighbor
is same for all the nodes so that Li;s;d ¼ Ls;s;d , then
the rate balance equations become
X
yi þ
y s ¼ 1:
ð19Þ
s;d:i2Rs;d

Thus
pi fi þ

X

ð1  ps fs Þ ¼ 0:

ð20Þ

s;d:i2Rs;d

The above relation has many interesting interpretations/implications. Some of these are
Stability: if a node s0 which is also a source for
some destination d 0 does not forward packets of
any other connection, i.e., if ps0 ¼ 0 then for any
i 2 Rs0 ;d 0 , the rate balance equation (20) becomes
X
pi fi ¼
ð1  ps fs Þ þ 1
ð21Þ
s;d:i2Rs;d ;s6¼s0

implying that the forwarding queues of all the nodes
in Rs0 ;d 0 are unstable since the above requirement requires pi P 1 as fi is bounded by 1. This implies that
a necessary condition for the forwarding queues in the
network to be stable is that all the sources must also
forward data. This can have serious implications in
case of ad-hoc networks. There is also an advantage
of the above result as it reduces the allowed set of
routes and thus makes the search for the optimal
route easier. From the above rate balance equation
it follows that, for a given P and f, the stability of
the forwarding queue of node i depends in an inverse
manner on the stability of the forwarding queues of
the source nodes of the routes that pass through
node i. Precisely, observe that the value of pi increases with a decrease in value of ps . This implies
that if the routing is such that node i carries traﬃc
of a source s which does not forward any route’s
packet, i.e., ps ¼ 0, then the value of pi is more as
compared to the case where, keeping everything else
ﬁxed, now node s forwards traﬃc from some route.
4. Stability of forwarding queues and routing for some
special cases
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where
 s;i ¼
w

X P s P s;d P s;s;d Li;s;d Y
K
ð1  ð1  P k;s;d Þ k;s;d Þ:
P
i
d:i2Rs;d
k2R ni
i;s;d

ð23Þ
However, we allow for general source–destination
pair combinations and general routing. We will also
assume that the number of neighbors of all the
nodes are same, i.e., ni ¼ n; 8i. Also, we will be
assuming that K i;s;d  1. Note that assuming a symmetric network need not imply that the number of
nodes is inﬁnite. We mention that the restriction to
symmetric case is only to simplify the presentation
and all the following development will work for a general network as well.
We give some necessary and some suﬃcient conditions for stability of the forwarding queues. These
stability conditions can be grouped into two categories: (i) stability conditions speciﬁc to a particular
routing, and (ii) stability conditions independent
of the routing.
Clearly, the stability conditions which account
for routing will give tighter conditions. However,
obtaining stability conditions that do not depend
on the routing is in itself signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation
in tuning the network parameters. For example,
suppose that we are deploying a grid (or, mesh) network for which ni ¼ 4. In this case, if we can ﬁnd a
pair of values P and f such that all the forwarding
queues are guaranteed to be stable, then one can
decouple the problem of ﬁnding an optimal route
and that of stability. We will use this decoupling
later in the paper.
n
Let r , ð1  P Þ . Note that P i;s;d ¼ r. Also, for a
given routing, let dði; s; dÞ be the number of elements in the set Ri;s;d n i.
4.1. Stability conditions
Proposition 4.1. (1) A necessary condition for stability of F i for a given routing is that
Pf P

X

ð1  f ÞP s;d P ð1  rÞdði;s;dÞþ1 :

ð24Þ

s;d:i2Rs;d

In the following we will restrict ourselves to symmetric networks, i.e., we will assume that P i ¼ P ; 8i
and fi ¼ f ; 8i. Hence the balance rate becomes linear and the solution y i for all i is given by
X
 s;i ;
1  yi ¼
ysw
ð22Þ
s

(2) A sufficient condition for stability of F i , irrespective of routing is that
Pf P ð1  P Þn :
Proof. (1) For a given routing, the input rate into
the forwarding queue F i is
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y s PP s;d ð1  rÞdði;s;dÞþ1 :

ð25Þ

s;d:i2Rs;d

Now, y s ¼ 1  ps f P 1  f . Hence, the minimum rate at which packets can arrive to F i is
X
dði;s;dÞþ1
ð1  f ÞPP s;d ð1  rÞ
:
ð26Þ
s;d:i2Rs;d

The maximum rate at which F i can be served is
clearly Pf . The proof is complete for 1.
(2) The maximum arrival rate of packets into the
queue F i is ð1  P Þn ¼ r, because in any slot F i can
receive packet only if the node i and ðn  1Þ of its
neighbors are not transmitting. Similarly, the maximum rate at which the queue F i is served is Pf . For
stability we need the service rate to be at least the
arrival rate. The proof is complete. h
4.2. Eﬀect of routing
Assume a symmetric network and assume that
the condition of Proposition 4.1 is satisﬁed so that
all the forwarding queues are always stable, irrespective of the routing of packets.
Under the present situation where stability is
guaranteed irrespective of the routing used, we can
change routing to obtain better throughput for the
various routes while maintaining stability of the forwarding queues.
The probability that a packet on route Rs;d
reaches its destination is rdðd;s;dÞ . Here, the quantity
dðd; s; dÞ depends on the routing used. We then have
the following easy result:
Lemma 4.1. Shortest-path routing maximizes the
probability of success of a packet between a source–
destination pair.
Proof. From the expression of probability of success of a packet on a route, we need minimum value
of dðd; s; dÞ to maximize the probability. h
The above result was fairly straightforward to
obtain and is also intuitive. It is similarly easily
shown that
Corollary 4.1. If the number of neighbors is not the
same for all the nodes then a route with shortest
number of interfering nodes achieves maximum probability of success of packet.
Even though we are able to ensure that the forwarding queues are stable independent of the routing used, it is clear that maximizing the

probability of success of a packet on any route does
not necessarily maximize the throughput on that
route. This is because the throughput on a route
Rs;d is y s PrP s;d rdðd;s;dÞ , so that it is possible that the
probability of success on a route increases but the
forwarding queue of the source itself is loaded so
much that the throughput that the source decreases.
However, we know that the minimum rate at
which queue Qs is served is P s ð1  fs Þ ¼ P ð1  f Þ,
independent of the load on queue F s . Hence, by
maximizing the probability of success for each
source–destination pair by using shortest-path routing maximizes the minimum guaranteed throughput
for the source–destination pair. This in itself is
important consequence of Lemma 4.1.
Remark 4.1. The results of this section deal with the
eﬀect of routing on the minimum guaranteed
throughput. We assumed that the system is always
stable, independent of the routing used (we also
gave a suﬃcient condition for this to happen).
However, we have not answered the question of
maximizing the throughput itself. This is a hard
problem in general as can be seen by the complex
dependence of y s on the routing. Moreover, assuming a shortest-path routing does not always
uniquely determine the routing in a network. This
is because in a network there may be many paths
between a given source–destination pair which
qualify to be shortest path. A simple example is a
Grid network. In our ongoing research work we are
looking at the problem where we restrict ourselves
to the space of shortest-path routing and then aim
at maximizing the throughput obtained by the
routes. This amounts to maximizing y s for each
value of s. This also amounts to minimizing the
value of ps for each s. Clearly, this need not always
be possible since two vectors need not always be
component-wise comparable.
5. Numerical results and simulations
In this section, we present some numerical results
and validate the expressions found in the previous
sections with a discrete time network simulator.
We have implemented this simulator according to
the model of Section 2. Hence, it appears to be a
valuable tool of measurement. We deploy an asymmetric static wireless network with 11 nodes as
shown in Fig. 3.
Five connections are established a, b, c, d and e as
indicated in the same ﬁgure (a dashed or complete
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line between two nodes in this ﬁgure means that
there is a neighboring relation). These connections
choose the shortest-path in terms of hops to route
their packets. We choose the parameters K i;s;d  K,
fi  f and P i in a manner of enabling stability, for
all i, s and d. We ﬁx f ¼ 0:8 except contraindication.
Let P 2 ¼ 0:3; P 3 ¼ 0:3; P 4 ¼ 0:4; P 5 ¼ 0:5; P 7 ¼ 0:3;
P 8 ¼ 0:3; P 10 ¼ 0:4 be the ﬁxed transmission probabilities for nodes 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 10 while P i  P
for all other i. Many nodes need to have ﬁx transmission probabilities so as to get a stable queues
for all nodes.
9

10

c

8

c

c

7
d

6
e

e
d

a

4

d

3
b

b

1

a

e
a

5
b

11

2

connection a : 4 - 5 - 7 - 11
connection b : 3 - 2 - 4 - 6
connection c : 11 - 10 - 8 - 6

connection d : 8 - 5 - 3 - 2
connection e : 6 - 4 - 5 - 7

Fig. 3. Wireless network.
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First, we validate the analysis results via simulation. A simulated ad-hoc network scenario is conﬁgured to study our analytical model. In Figs. 4 and 6
(resp. 5 and 7), we plot the throughput computed by
analytical model (resp. simulation) on various routes
and the quantities pi versus the channel access probability for K ¼ 4. We observe that the analytical
results match closely the simulator result.
In Figs. 8 and 9, we plot the throughput on various routes and the probability pi versus the transmission probability. The existence of an optimal
channel access rate (or, the transmission probability) is evident from the ﬁgures. Moreover, as
expected, the optimal transmission probability
increases with K. The Figs. 4–9 show that increasing
the parameter K signiﬁcantly improves the throughput but the region of stability decreases. It is, therefore, clear, there is a throughput–stability tradeoﬀ
which can be obtained by changing the maximum
number of transmission ðKÞ.
From Figs. 11 and 12, we vary the load of the
forwarding queues by changing the forwarding
probability of each node. The parameter of the network are as follow: K ¼ 4, P 2 ¼ 0:5; P 3 ¼ 0:3; P 4 ¼
0:45; P 5 ¼ 0:5; P 7 ¼ 0:3; P 8 ¼ 0:3; P 10 ¼ 0:4 and the
rest of the nodes have P ¼ 0:2. We observe that
when f is small the system is not stable, more precisely nodes 2, 4, 5, 8 and 10 are suﬀering from a
congestion as shown in Fig. 10. They need to deliver
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Fig. 4. Throughput from analytical model for K ¼ 4 and f ¼ 0:8.
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Fig. 5. Throughput from simulation for K ¼ 4 and f ¼ 0:8.
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Fig. 6. pi from analytical model for K ¼ 4 and f ¼ 0:8.

more packets from the forwarding queue in a faster
manner. In this unstable case, the throughput of all
connections is sensitive with the f variation. As we
see in Fig. 11, it increases with f until the system

becomes stable around f ¼ 0:4. The y i as shown in
Fig. 12 remains independent of f in the stability
region. Consequently, the throughput that does
depend on y, is also independent of f, thus it is inde-
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Fig. 7. pi from simulation for K ¼ 4 and f ¼ 0:8.
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Fig. 8. Throughput from simulation for K ¼ 5 and f ¼ 0:8.

pendent of the load pi of the nodes engaged in a
connection.
All the above analysis and simulations were
done in the saturated case where each node has
always a packet to transmit from its queue Q. We

were wondering if the forwarding probability has
an impact in the unsaturated case. For that, we
consider that packets generated in each node arrive
to the queue Q following a Bernoulli process with
mean k. We show in Fig. 13 the connection a
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Fig. 9. pi from simulation for K ¼ 5 and f ¼ 0:8.
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Fig. 10. pi from simulation versus the forwarding probability for K ¼ 4.

throughput as function of the forwarding probability for diﬀerent k. It appears that the throughput
reaction is similar to the saturated case. It is independent of the weight given to the forwarding
queue when the stability is reached for a given f.

Moreover, it exists an optimal k in the interval
½0:01; 0:1 as shown in the same ﬁgure that maximizes the throughput. For a very small k the success probability of packets is very high and for
high k there are many collisions.
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Fig. 11. Throughput from simulation for K ¼ 4 as function of the forwarding probability.
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Fig. 12. The quantity y i from simulation as function of the forwarding probability for K ¼ 4.

Now, we use the shortest-path routing (based on
the number of interferers on a path as deﬁned in
Section 4) under the present situation where the stability of all the forwarding queues in the network
is guaranteed. The routes for all connections

under this shortest-path routing are R1;11 ¼
f2; 3; 7g, R9;3 ¼ f10; 7g and R6;7 ¼ f8; 10g.
In Figs. 14a and b, we compare the throughput of
all connections under the old and new routings. We
observe that the throughput of all connections
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Fig. 13. Throughput of connection a from simulation as function of the forwarding probability for diﬀerent values of k in the unsaturated
case and K ¼ 4.
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Fig. 14. (a) and (b) show the throughput of connections a, c, b and e as function of the transmission probability P for K ¼ 1 and (c) shows
the probability of success on a route a and d as function of the transmission probability P for K ¼ 1.

(except that of connection b), is better with new routing than those obtained under the old routing. The
reason of decreasing the throughput of connection
b is the change in quantity y 3 . In old routing,
y 3 ¼ 1 (node 3 with old routing, does not forward
packets of any connections). With the new routing,
node 3 forwards the packets of connection a. However, the value of y 3 decreases with new routing,
explaining the decrease of throughput of connection
b (because now the source node of connection b, i.e.,
node 3 gives some of its resources to forwarding of
packets on route a). In conclusion, the question of

maximizing the throughput uniformly for all nodes
is a hard problem. The complexity of this problem
comes from the dependence of throughput and the
quantity y. In Fig. 14c, we plot the probability of
success of a packet on all connections versus the
transmission probability P. We observe that, as predicted already in Section 4, the new routing improves
the probability of success of all connections.
Remark 5.1. Studying an asymmetric network
numerically requires one to consider all possible
combinations of the network parameters. Since the
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degree of freedom (the parameters to choose) are
usually very large in asymmetric networks, such a
numerical study is not carried out generally. In a
symmetric network we have nj ¼ n for all nodes;
some examples are a grid network, a circular
network or a linear network. Moreover, for the
symmetric networks, we can simplify the expressions in the detailed balance equation (Proposition
3.1) while getting important insights into the working of the network.

6. Linear networks
We now study the observations made in Section 3
in detail for some symmetric networks. In a symmetric network we have nj ¼ n for all nodes; some
examples are a grid network, a circular network or
a linear network. Moreover, for the symmetric networks, we can simplify the expressions in the
detailed balance equation (Proposition 3.1) while
getting important insights into the working of the
network.
In this section we will restrict ourselves to the
study of linear networks only. We have chosen linear network because in these networks there is only
one route between any two given nodes, thus avoiding the issue of routing.
Hence the numerical results for the networks
where there is possibility of multiple routes between
two nodes will be presented in Section 4. Moreover,
studying the linear network is like studying a general network with a pre-speciﬁed routing.
Consider a symmetric linear network with inﬁnitely many nodes so that n ¼ 2 with fi ¼ f and
P i ¼ P . We number the nodes from 1 to þ1
and use the number of a node to refer to that node.
The probability that a node s sends a new packet to
a given destination d, depends only on the distance
between nodes s and d, i.e., P s;d ¼ P ðjs  djÞ.
6.1. Unlimited attempts K i;s;d  1
Here, we assume that each node attempts a forwarding of a packet until the transmission is successful. Because of symmetry, and since there is
only one possible routing, it is seen that y i ¼ y for
all the nodes. Hence the global rate balance equations becomes
1
1
X
X
y
P ðhÞ;
ð27Þ
1y ¼2
j¼1

h¼jþ1
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so that
y¼

1þ2

1
P1 P1

h¼jþ1 P ðhÞ

j¼1

¼

1
;
1 þ E½H 

ð28Þ

where E½H  is the expected hop length. Thus
p¼

E½H 
f ð1 þ E½H Þ

ð29Þ

This indicates that as E½H  ! 1, pi ! 1 and
y ! 0, i.e., the forwarding queues become unstable
2
and the source throughput, P ð1  P Þ y ! 0. For
this reason, we focus on the case when the number
of hops between a source and a destination is
bounded. Each node is a source of packets that have
destination which are h hops away (left or right)
with the probability P ðhÞ=2, h 6 B < 1. Here, we
consider two forms of the probability distribution
P ðhÞ; 1 6 h 6 B:
1. The destinations are uniformly distributed, i.e.,
1
P ðhÞ ¼ 2B
. This choice is referred to as Fixed
probability (FP).
2. The values P ðhÞ increase with h. We refer to this
case as higher probability for long hops (HPLH).
3. The values P ðhÞ decrease with h. This choice is
referred to as Lower probability for long hops
(LPLH).

P ðhÞ

y

p

Throughput

1
FP: P ðhÞ ¼ 2B

2
Bþ1

B1
f ðBþ1Þ

HPLH: P ðhÞ ¼ Phx

3
1þ2B

2ðB1Þ
f ð1þ2BÞ

LPLH: P ðhÞ ¼

3
2þB

B1
f ðBþ2Þ

2P ð1P Þ2
Bþ1
3P ð1P Þ2
1þ2B
3P ð1P Þ2
Bþ2

2 k¼1 k
Bhþ1
BðBþ1Þ

By comparing these cases, we observe that the
LPLH has larger stability region (lower bound on
the values of f is smaller) as compared to other scenarii. Also, for a given value of P, LPLH achieves
the maximum throughput. Moreover, the optimal
throughput for all cases is obtained when P ¼ 1=3.
Fig. 15 shows the values of the lower bound f min
on the forwarding probability f for the diﬀerent
choices of the distribution P ðÞ studied above. The
parameter that is varied is the bound B on the
lengths of routes. f min is independent of the choice
of the channel access probabilities P s . The ﬁrst
observation from this ﬁgure is that, irrespective of
the choice of P ðÞ, the forwarding queues tend to
instability as B increases. Also, for a ﬁxed choice
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Fig. 15. The minimum weight given to the forwarding queues for stability versus B.

6.2. Limited attempts

of B, the LPHL policy requires less value forwarding probability to ensure the stability of forwarding
queues. In Fig. 16 we plot the throughput against
the channel access probabilities for the stable system
(so that the value of f does not matter). The existence of an optimal choice of the channel access
probability is evident from the ﬁgure. As already
observed, the optimal channel access rate is 13 for
all the choices of distribution P ðÞ. For small values
of P, the number of collision are not signiﬁcant so
that the throughput increases linearly with P. For
large values of P, however, the collisions become
signiﬁcant and result in a signiﬁcant drop in the
throughput.

In this subsection we consider the special case
where K i;s;d  K for all nodes. Because of symmetry
it is seen that y i ¼ y for all the nodes. Also, P i;s;d ¼
ð1  P Þ2 and L , Li;s;d is given by

L¼

1  TK
;
1T

ð30Þ

where T ¼ P ð2  P Þ is the probability that a transmission attempt is unsuccessful. The global rate balance becomes

0.12
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HPLHL
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Throughput
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Fig. 16. The throughput of a node versus the channel access probability P.
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1y ¼2

1
X
j¼1

y¼
1þ2

1
X

yð1  T K Þj

P ðhÞ;

h¼jþ1

ð31Þ

1

P1

h¼2 P ðhÞð1

 T K Þ 1ð1T
TK

KÞ

h1 :

The long term average rate at which data from node
s reach their destinations is given by
2

thp ¼ 2P ð1  P Þ y

1
X

P ðhÞð1  T K Þ

h1

ð32Þ

:

h¼1

For a bound B on the maximum number of hops,
we study the eﬀect of parameter B on the stability
of the forwarding queues of the nodes.
Lemma 6.1. If P ðhÞ!B!1 0; 8h, then we have
y lim , lim y ¼ T K :

ð33Þ

B!1

Proof
y¼
1þ2
¼

P1

1

h¼2 P ðhÞð1  T
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It is easy to see that the limit y lim is positive and it is
always less than 1. Also, y lim does not depend on the
distribution P ðÞ as long as the condition of Lemma
6.1 is satisﬁed. For any ﬁnite value of K, the system
is always stable irrespective of the value of B. However, when K increases, the value of y decreases, so
that the lower bound on the allowed values of f
increases, implying smaller stability region.
In Fig. 17, we plot the values of y lim versus the
channel access probability for diﬀerent values of
allowed number of transmission attempts, K ¼
1; 4; 20. We observe that, for a ﬁxed value of channel access probability P < 1, y lim decreases to zero
as the allowed number of attempts K increases.
Also, for a ﬁxed value of K, y lim decreases with a
decrease in the channel access probability decreases
(see Fig. 17). This indicates that the system will be
more stable (the allowed values of forwarding probability will be more) when the limit on transmission
attempts K decreases or the channel access probability P increases.

ð34Þ

h1
K 1ð1T K Þ
Þ
TK

1

h
i:
P1
ð1Þ
ð1T K Þh1

2
P
ðhÞ
1 þ ð1  T K Þ 12P
K
K
h¼2
T
T

ð35Þ

Since P ðhÞ!B!1 0; 8h, and since 1  T K < 1, the result follows. h

6.2.1. The FP distribution for route length
We assume that the probability P ðhÞ is constant,
1
i.e, P ðhÞ ¼ 2B
for h 6 B and zero otherwise. The
quantity y is given by
y¼

T 2K B
T K ðB þ 1Þ þ ð1  T K ÞBþ1  1

:

1
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Fig. 17. y lim as a function of the channel access probability P.

0.9

1

ð36Þ
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The rate at which data from node s reaches their
destinations d is given by
2

thp ¼

B

P ð1  P Þ yð1  ð1  T K Þ Þ
:
BT K

ð37Þ

From the above relations, the stability region and
throughput depend on three parameters: transmission probability P, maximum number of hops B
and limited attempts K.
In Figs. 18–21, the throughput and the quantity y
are plotted versus the transmission probability for
the diﬀerent values of limit attempts K ¼ 1; 4;

10; 15 and maximum hops B ¼ 5; 10. Both Figs. 18
and 21 show that increasing the bound on attempts
K signiﬁcantly improves the throughput but the
region of stability deceases as shown in Figs. 19
and 21. It is, therefore, clear, there is a throughput–stability tradeoﬀ which can be obtained by
changing the limit of attempts.
By comparing the throughput and the quantity y
for two diﬀerent values of B ¼ 5 and B ¼ 10, we
observe that the system will be more stable and
the throughput will be better when the bound B
decreases.
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Fig. 18. The throughput of a packet as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 5 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.
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Fig. 19. The region of stability as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 5 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.
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6.2.2. The HPLH distribution for route length
In this scheme, the throughput thp is given by
thp ¼ 2P ð1  P Þ2 y

B
X
h¼1

h
ð1  T K Þh1 :
BðB þ 1Þ
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comparing with (FP) case. In (FP) the optimal
transmission is almost the same for diﬀerent values
of K.

ð38Þ
6.2.3. The LPLH distribution for route length
In this scheme, the throughput is given by

In Figs. 22 and 23 we plot the quantity y and
throughput versus the channel access probability
for diﬀerent values of allowed number of transmission attempts K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15 and we observe similar
results as shown in (FP) case. An interesting feature
to note is that the optimal transmission probability
in (HPLH) case is more sensitive of limit attempts K

2

thp ¼ 2P ð1  P Þ y

1
X
Bhþ1
h1
ð1  T K Þ :
BðB
þ
1Þ
h¼1

In Figs. 24 and 25, the throughput and region of
stability are plotted versus the transmission probability for the diﬀerent values of limit attempts K ¼
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Fig. 20. The throughput of a packet as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 10 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.
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Fig. 21. The region of stability as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 10 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.
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Fig. 22. The throughput of a packet as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 10 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.
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Fig. 23. The region of stability as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 10 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.

1; 4; 10; 15 and maximum hops B ¼ 10. Similar
trends are obtained in the (LPLH) case as comparing to other cases (FP) and (HPLH).
By comparing these three cases, we observe that
the LPLH has larger region as compared to other
scenarii. And the throughput obtained in (LPHL)
is better than that of other cases.
7. Conclusion
Considering a simple random access wireless network we obtained important insights into various
tradeoﬀs that can be achieved by varying certain
network parameters.

Some of the important results are that
1. As long as the intermediate queues in the network are stable, the end-to-end throughput of a
connection does not depend on the load on the
intermediate nodes.
2. Routing can be crucial in determining the stability properties of the network nodes. We
showed that if the weight of a link originating
from a node is set to the number of neighbors
of this node, then shortest-path routing maximizes the minimum probability of end-to-end
packet delivery.
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Fig. 24. The throughput of a packet as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 10 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.
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Fig. 25. The region of stability as function of the transmission probability P for B ¼ 10 and K ¼ 1; 4; 10; 15.

3. Providing a framework for cross-layer study of
stability–throughput performance of ad-hoc networks. It has the ﬂexibility for managing at each
node forwarded packets and its own packets
diﬀerently.
4. The results of this paper extended in a straightforward manner to systems of weighted fair
queues with coupled servers.
5. The context of the stability that we study is new
as it takes into account the possibility of a limited
number of transmissions of a packet at each node
after which it is dropped.
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